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As soon as Skylight Circus Arts found out we had been successful in receiving funding from RBH Community

Fund Grant, we sprang into action to deliver the circus activities to young people on Kirkholt.

 

We needed to confirm a suitable venue for the circus sessions and after originally planning to use the

community hall at The Strand Hub we discovered that it was already fully booked for our possible dates, so

we looked for alternatives and were very lucky in securing Kirkholt Community Church. This did however mean

we had to pay rent to hire the space, not in our original budget. 

 

We have subsequently been awarded a rent subsidy through Kirkholt Million which

pays for half the rent.
 

We met and spoke with local organisations to identify how to best reach participants. Following from this we

created flyers and social media posts to spread the word. We took flyers to churches, libraries, shops and

schools. 

 
With permission from RBH, Skylight Circus Arts began

our Rochdale Boroughwide Housing funded project,

Kirkholt Circus Wow. We delivered a three hour open

have a go circus skills workshop at The Beach

Themed National Play Day Event, located outside

Kirkholt Strand Hub on Saturday 3rd August 2019. A

gloriously sunny day drew lots of people to the event

and we worked with over 80 children and families.

Teaching circus skills and telling participants about

our upcoming circus workshops, and families booked

onto the project during the event.

Skylight ran two blocks of

Kirkholt Circus WOW sessions

 

Summer 4 Day's 1 - 3pm

27th - 30th August 2019

&

Autumn 5 Days 1 - 3pm

21st - 25th October 2019
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Both blocks of sessions were specially designed and supported for young people with a wide range of abilities

and ages. Children were given the opportunity to experience lots of different circus skills in a fantastic, fun

and safe environment. From sensory parachute games, feather balancing, plate spinning, juggling, peddle-

gos, flower sticks, hula hooping, stilt walking, unicycles, skipping and diabolos!

 

The sessions were vibrant and energetic, Skylight made sure that all the participants were engaged. This

meant lots of showy demonstrations to enliven and animate, using lots of hands on equipment and our

expertise in adapting skills and teaching to make circus skills fully inclusive.

 

When Skylight staff performed the skills it inspired and encouraged the young people to try it themselves.

Skylight was so impressed by the focus that the young people showed, and how fully immersed they were in

learning circus skills. 

When parents dropped off or picked up their

children, they told us that their children had told

them all the wonderful and fun things they had

learnt and what they enjoyed. Parents

commented on how approachable and skilled

Skylight staff are, understanding the needs of the

children and responding accordingly. 

 

One parent told us how our friendly

and encouraging nature meant that

their child who has ASC felt listened

to and valued, they were able to

express what circus skills they want to

try.

 
Skylight had to be creative at times to ensure that

any niggles between children were quickly dealt

with, and ensure we maintained an environment

where everyone felt respected and safe.



We used parachute games in the first block of sessions, this encouraged focus in

the group. It also improved listening and reacting skills whilst creating a sensory

environment as others enjoyed the sensations and movement of air.
 

Skylight noticed one child who had additional needs, at first being unsure about the games They struggled

to engage and play. They showed signed of becoming frustrated if they weren't involved all the time and

struggled working in a group. Skylight staff noticed over the sessions they began to relax and join in, with

support the child began to learn how to take turns. Skylight created an environment where the child was

able to step out of the game if they needed to, but very easily slip back in when they felt able. Skylight staff

were always making sure there was a connection so the child wasn't left out, after a few sessions the

participant told us “pedal gos are awesome” 

 

 

Warm up games encouraged physical

movement and helped them in learning each

other’s names. Our games include everyone in

the group, making children feel comfortable

and welcome. They encouraged children to

be ready to learn new skills, by following

instructions and setting safe boundaries of

respect while working as a group. 

 

In the second block of circus sessions we

used group skipping at the start to encourage

physical movement, increased coordination

and team work.

 

 

 The group began to look forward to skipping and even asked to show back this skill in the final show off to

parents. They supported one another, and some said that they were initially nervous about trying to skip. They

were guided by members of Skylight staff to feel more confident to run into the moving skipping rope.

The children also played name juggling games that allowed the group and 

staff to get to know one another in a fun and inclusive manner. 

They all developed their skills in hand eye coordination and 

encouraged one another to stay focused throughout the games. 

Staff first introduced circus skills using feather balancing,

which was a great way to allow everyone to achieve and

feel positive about their ability. Children learnt that they

 needed to focus if they wanted to master the skill. 

Even some of the younger members were trying more 

challenging tricks, balancing feathers on their 

chins! 

 

Stilt walking was an exciting new skill for the

group and they really enjoyed the challenge. 
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In the second block of circus sessions at

Kirkholt staff encouraged children to think

about goals they would like to achieve. On the

first session the children filled out goal sheets

to encourage them to think about skills they

might want to master throughout the week. This

was a great opportunity for Skylight staff to

see what skills the children really wanted to

focus on, and it encouraged them to persevere

with skills they may have found challenging. All

participants that filled out a goal sheet

recorded that they had improved from the last

session. 

The group worked in pairs to support one

another while walking on stilts. Working in

pairs encouraged trust within the group

and they were very dedicated to master

walking on their own. One young person

told skylight staff “I want to do it 'cause I'm

scared of heights” This young person was

very nervous on stilts but with the support

of their peers and Skylight staff, they lead

the stilt parade around the room in the

final show off to parents!



A child who joined us on session 3 initially came into 

the group with an older relative who joined in that 

day too. They arrived banging on the window and

caused disturbance in the group. Staff noticed that 

other children began to behave differently around this 

child, so staff spent a little more time with this child to 

engage them in the skills and ensure a safe, relaxed place for 

all of the children. Skylight brought a volunteer along from one of our regular 

youth circus sessions, a 17 year old young male who was a fantastic role model for this child. 

The participant fully engaged and began to focus on the circus skills, finding diabolo and stilts to be

favourites. This participant required more attention and stimulation at the start of the session. The

improvement in this child's engagement was demonstrated by the fact that they asked 

"when can I come back and do it again?"

Diabolo was another skill the children enjoyed, it was

a challenge for some of them at first as it requires

quick hand eye coordination and perseverance.

However, once they mastered the throw and catch

trick, they were constantly calling staff over and

saying “watch me I can do it”  with huge smiles on

their faces.

On the final afternoon of both blocks of circus sessions we invited parents and friends to come and watch

the children perform the skills they had learnt.  It was lovely to see their confidence grow, and to show others

what they could do, and their delight when their skills and tricks worked. It also reinforced the children's

audience skills of watching, appreciating and complimenting each other on their skills. There was a good

audience of parents who came to watch in both performances. There was lots of whooping, cheering and

supporting. Parents complimented Skylight on the range of activities and said how much they enjoyed

watching their children perform, and how Skylight impressed the children with the circus. There were lots of

beaming smiles. All the children said they would like to carry on and do more circus.

RBH Funded

Community Activity

A big thank you to RBH and Kirkholt Millions for supporting

Skylight in making Kirkholt Circus WOW possible.

Participants aged 7 - 11 : 29                      Interventions aged 7 - 11 : 98
Participants not in age bracket: 5                        Interventions not in age bracket : 8

 

Total Participants : 34 

Total Interventions : 106


